




Your wedding, special birthday, anniversary, vow-renewal 
or a family gathering in this secluded 10-bedroom Victorian 

lodge, set in its own private cove. 

Stunning grounds surrounded by rugged cliffs and a 
beautifully stylish hotel awaiting your discovery.

Sounds of songbirds; seagulls flying high…
water lapping on shore and footsteps gently treading from 

lawn to sandy beach.
 

Imagine your celebration here…



Sounds of a kitchen abuzz with creation… 

Soundless unassuming service as you sit down to 
your celebration meal… 



Sounds of satisfied guests enjoying dishes that delight…



Sounds of fun…sounds of chatter and laughter.



Sounds of you saying...I do, thank you for coming, joining in 
and making it special. 

Sounds of music and dancing and then…sounds of hush, as 
everyone relaxes after a day and evening of joy. 



Your celebration is our joy to help you create. Whatever 
the event, we want your special occasion to be one you all 
remember for a long time to come. 

Sound good? We look forward to the start of your plans.

David and Sian Ibbotson

…And as the sun sets on your day, the stars come out 
and it’s time for dreams to the sound of silence…



Behind the hush of closed doors, your stay at Knockinaam Lodge will be something special, with individually 
designed rooms in the main hotel or a stay in Shingle Lodge, nearby but far enough away for you to feel 
you are on your own as you look out to sea. 

About our rooms...



Weddings, vow renewals and all forms of celebrations...
the sounds of good times, The Knockinaam way...

Your Wedding Celebration…
A discreet wedding, just the two of you as you escape to enjoy the seclusion of Shingle Lodge or an 
exclusive let, shared with family and friends, created exactly the way you want it. 
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Portpatrick, Dumfries & Galloway, Scotland, DG9 9AD
Telephone: 01776 810471
Email: reservations@knockinaamlodge.com
www.knockinaamlodge.com


